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Gift Card

LAKS.com

The LAKS Pay E-Gift card is a perfect gift 
for your family and friends. 

If you want to make people happy with a meaningful gift, 
you are exactly right with a LAKS wearable 

for contactless payment.

More than 250 different LAKS wearables
are available and guarantee the perfect surprise.



...for choosing LAKS Pay!
More than 250 different LAKS wearables 

are available for contactless payment.
Pay with style

Please activate your Wearable upon receipt.
Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.

Thank you...

Lucas Alexander Karl Scheybal
ceo
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How to pay with your LAKS Wearable

1. place the payment chip of your wearable against the active 
part of the terminal which is usually indicated by   
the contactless acceptance mark  

2. don‘t move your wearable away from the terminal until you 
see the green light or hear the beep to noting a  
successful transaction 

3. some terminals are less sensitive than others, so you may 
have to move your wearable around until you find the most 
receptive point on the surface 

4. if a terminal has a particularily low sensitivity and does not 
detect your wearable easily, simply remove it and hold it flat 
against the surface



Hold Key2Pay against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

Key2Pay MINI

- Keyfob with a SIM-sized payment chip

- Please activate your Key2Pay MINI upon receipt.
- Break out the payment card and put it into your MINI 
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.    

Hold Key2Pay MINI against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

„The Designer Keyfob“ - Handmade in Germany - Italian leather



Key2Pay

Hold Key2Pay against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

  Keyfob with integrated payment chip

- Please activate your Key2Pay upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.

80 different designs available„The Designer Keyfob“ - Handmade in Germany - Italian leather



→

- Sticker with integrated payment chip

- Please activate your sticker immediately upon receipt.
- Your sticker is ready to pay after activation.
- Information for Android-Smartphones: Please deactivate the 

NFC function on your smartphone. Otherwise it will disturb the 
NFC function of your Stick2pay.

- For more information please visite our FAQ.

Hold the sticker against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Stick2Pay

Continuously new designs available



Watch2Pay ONE

Hold Watch2Pay against the payment terminal until the payment 
process is completed. Please make sure that the watch is placed on the terminal.

- Watch with a SIM-sized payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable 
upon receipt.

- Break out the payment card and 
put it into your Watch2Pay

- Your LAKS Wearable is 
ready to pay after activation.

Exhibited at the British Museum in London!   
The world‘s first Mastercard certified  

wristwatch in 2006.



Strap2Pay

Payment chip is located  
in the band next to the buckle.

- Watch strap with a flexible payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.    

Hold your Strap2Pay against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

Watch2Pay TWO

Watch strap handmade in Germany from Italian leather 
stainless steel watch band buckle

The world‘s thinnest payment watch 
watch strap handmade in Germany from Italian leather



- Watch strap with a flexible payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.    

Watch2Pay TWO

Payment chip is located  
in the band next to the buckle.

- Watch with a flexible payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.    

Hold your Watch2Pay TWO against the payment terminal until
 the payment process is completed.

Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

Watch strap handmade in Germany from Italian leather 
stainless steel watch band buckle

The world‘s thinnest payment watch 
watch strap handmade in Germany from Italian leather



Charm2Pay

Payment chip is located  
in the band next to the buckle.

- Bracelet with a flexible payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.

Hold Charm2Pay against the payment terminal until the payment 
process is completed. Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

Bracelet handmade in Germany from Italian leather Silicone bracelet with removable chip



Sports2Pay

Payment chip is located  
in the middle of the band.

Sports2Pay is waterproof.

- Bracelet with a SIM-sized payment chip

- Please activate your LAKS Wearable upon receipt.
- Your LAKS Wearable is ready to pay after activation.
- For more information please visite our FAQ.

Hold Sports2Pay against the payment terminal until the payment 
process is completed. Please make sure that the chip is placed on the terminal.

→
LAKS Super Chip

waterproof - shock resistant
use it, stick it, every where

Bracelet handmade in Germany from Italian leather Silicone bracelet with removable chip



Ring2Pay

LAKS.com

Ring2Pay is waterproof



How to Pay with your Ring2Pay

1. close your hand into a fist 

2. place your fist against the active part of the terminal which is 
usually indicated by the contactless  
acceptance mark as shown on the picture below 

3. don‘t move your hand away from the terminal until you see 
the green light or hear the beep to noting a  
successful transaction 

4. some terminals are less sensitive than others, so you may 
have to move your hand around until you find the most re-
ceptive point on the surface 

5. if a terminal has a particularily low sensitivity and does not 
detect your Ring2Pay easily, simply remove it and hold it flat 
against the surface

Ring2Pay is waterproof
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Care Instructions for your Ring2Pay

Do not drop your Ring2Pay
Your Ring2Pay can be damaged if dropped onto a hard surface. 
Also, if sufficient force is applied to it. That may result in surface 
cracks or 
damage to the electronic components inside. Please treat your 
Ring2Pay like a piece of jewelry.

Do not wear it together with other rings!
Zirconia ceramic (ZrO2) is extremely hard and scratch resistant 
however if you wear it next to another ring it can cause dark marks 
which are very hard to remove. Do not bring it into contact with 
precious stones or diamond – they will scratch it!

Avoid solvents and scouring agents
Do not use industrial abrasives they can scratch your Ring2Pay. 
The ring can be safely cleaned with water-based household soaps 
and detergents.

Avoid electromagnetic fields!
Some household electrical goods can generate EM fields strong 
enough to affect your ring’s payment chip. Avoid leaving your ring 
near electrical equipment or it may stop working.

Be careful!
Please do not eat the cleaning material and clean your hands after 
usage. Keep away from children. 
Cleaning agent for rings with light colours.
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